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1. Introduction
It is known that a scalar hyperbolic system of the type




ul, x < 0,
ur, x > 0,
has a unique solution under some circumstances (e.g. |ur − ul| must be sufﬁ-
ciently small) according to [13]. For a speciﬁc f(u), the two-dimensional Euler
equations are known to have a weak solution under some conditions [10] which
is the limit of the solution of the Navier–Stokes equations as the viscosity van-
ishes. The Navier–Stokes equations themselves are known to have solutions
in two dimensions [6], and weak solutions in three dimensions [7]. Establish-
ing the existence of smooth solutions in three dimensions, however, is still an
open problem on Smale’s list of 18 challenging problems for the twenty-ﬁrst
century [14].
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Regarding the one-dimensional Euler equations with boundary
conditions, much numerical work has been done. Examples include the implicit
ﬁnite difference technique of beam and warming [3], higher order schemes [11]
and linearizations [5]. A comparison between three schemes is found in [4].
From a numerical point of view, it is in many situations “obvious” that a solu-
tion exists and is unique. From a mathematical point of view, however, this is
not the case. Partial results exist [1], but there is still much left to do. We will
employ a computer-assisted method as an analytical tool. Reformulating the
original system as a ﬁxed-point problem, the existence and local uniqueness
are established via an application of the Banach ﬁxed-point theorem. To avoid
discontinuities we introduce artiﬁcial viscosity as in [2,16].
2. Problem (re-)formulation























or, in vector notation,
yt˜ + f(y)x˜ = 0, (2)
where y = (ρ, ρq, E)T and f(y) = (ρq, ρq2 + p, (E + p)q)T . If we introduce
artiﬁcial viscosity in Euler equations (2) as in [2,16] we get
yt˜ + f(y)x˜ = εyx˜x˜.
The parameter ε can be absorbed via the scaling xˆ = x˜/ε and tˆ = t˜/ε, resulting
in
ytˆ + f(y)xˆ = yxˆxˆ.
Our Ansatz will be traveling wave solutions y(xˆ, tˆ) = u(xˆ− stˆ), where s is the
shock speed. By setting x = xˆ − stˆ, we arrive at
(f(u) − su)x = uxx. (3)
The goal of this article is to establish existence and local uniqueness of solu-
tions to equation (3) on some interval [−L,L]. For simplicity we use Dirichlet
boundary conditions. The three unknowns are the density ρ, the density mul-
tiplied by the speed ρq and the energy density E. The boundary values are
computed by the Rankine–Hugoniot conditions given the pressure, density and
the speed on the left-hand side and the pressure on the right-hand side. The
boundary values on the left-hand side are ρL = 1, qL = 5.17 and pL = 1 just
as in [16]. We will vary the pressure on the right-hand side pR. To satisfy the
entropy conditions, however, we always let pR > pL.
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2.1. The Rankine–Hugoniot conditions
For an ideal polytropic gas we have
EL =
pL






where γ = 7/5 = 1.4, since air is mainly diatomic. With the notation [x] def=
xR − xL we can express the Rankine–Hugoniot conditions as
s[ρ] = [ρq], (5)
s[ρq] = [p + ρq2], (6)










def= q − s, m def= ρv. (8)
From (5) we get [m] = 0, which together with (6) yields [p+mv] = 0. The equa-
tions [m] = 0, [p + mv] = 0, (7) and the fact that pv = (γp/ρ)(ρv/γ) = mc2/γ
yield [
2c2
















Hence the shock speed is obtained:






We have the following equations for the critical speed c∗
(1 − μ2)c2L + μ2v2L = (1 − μ2)c2R + μ2v2R = c2∗.





(1 − μ2)c2L + μ2v2L
vL
= (1 − μ2) γpL
ρLvL
+ μ2vL
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Hence, according to (11) and (12),











































p = (γ − 1)E − 1
2
(γ − 1)ρq2. (15)
2.2. The fixed-point formulation
According to equation (13),
f(u) = (ρq, ρq2 + p, (E + p)q)T




















We now integrate equation (3) taking the boundary conditions into account:
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Writing u = (ρ, ρq, E)T , the equations (16)–(18) can be written as the ﬁxed-
point equation
u = F (u) = (F1(u), F2(u), F3(u))T , (19)
with





































+(γ − 1)E(τ) − sρq(τ)) dτ
)
, (21)




































We are now prepared to state the main result of this paper:
Theorem 3.1. Let L = 0.04, γ = 1.4, ρL = 1, qL = 5.17, pL = 1 and pR = 10.
Given the remaining boundary conditions computed by equations (4), and (10)–
(14), there exists a solution to
(f(u) − su)x = uxx, −L ≤ x ≤ L, (23)
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where u = (ρ, ρq, E)T and
f(u) = (ρq, ρq2 + p, (E + p)q)T
= (ρq, ρq2 + (γ − 1)E − 1
2















The parameter values are taken from [16]. We will call these values the
standard parameter values. The existence of solutions for some other parame-
ter values is presented in Sect. 9.
4. Notation
In the proof of Theorem 3.1, we will work with meshes on the interval IL =
[−L,L]. Such a mesh is deﬁned by a set of mesh points −L = x0 < x1 < · · · <
xN−1 < xN = L. The set {[x0, x1], [x1, x2], . . . , [xN−1, xN ]} is called a partition
of the interval IL. Given a partition and a function u : IL → R3, we deﬁne
the samples uk,i = uk(xi) over the mesh points. Let Πhu : IL → R3 be the
function that coincides with u on the mesh points, and is linear in each com-
ponent on each element of the partition. Since Πhu is uniquely deﬁned by its
values at the mesh points, it can be described by a vector with the mesh point
samples as components, written Πhu. We will also sometimes use the notation
ρi = ρ(xi) = u1(xi), (ρq)i = ρq(xi) = u2(xi) and Ei = E(xi) = u3(xi). To
shorten some complicated expressions, we use the notation hi = xi+1 − xi
together with
Pj(f) ≡ fj−1/fj , and Qj(f) ≡ fj−1/(fj − fj−1)
for vectors f with indices.
5. Spaces and operators
In order to study the ﬁxed-point problem (19), we assume that ρL, qL, pL and
pR are given so that all the boundary values ρL, (ρq)L, EL, ρR, (ρq)R and ER
are either known or can be computed by the equations (4)–(14).
Consider the space of continuous functions with appropriate boundary
conditions:
V1 = {v ∈ C(IL;R3) : v1(−L) = ρL, v2(−L) = (ρq)L, v3(−L) = EL,
v1(L) = ρR, v2(L) = (ρq)R, v3(L) = ER}. (24)
Then a solution of (19) must belong to V1. Let Sh1 be the intersection of V1
and the space of all piecewise linear functions on some ﬁxed partition of IL,
and let uh be a piecewise linear, continuous, approximate solution of (19) in
Sh1 . If we introduce the following space
V2 = {v ∈ C(IL;R3) : vi(±L) = 0 ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3}},
then the error wˆ = u − uh belongs to V2.
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Let Sh2 be the space of all piecewise linear functions in V2 on the same
partition of IL, which was used for Sh1 . Then w
h, the piecewise linear, con-
tinuous part of the error wˆ, belongs to Sh2 . The remainder w
∞ = wˆ − wh is
continuous and vanishes at each grid point of the partition.
We now deﬁne the Banach space X = Sh2 ×X∞, where X∞ = (I−Πh)V2.
This gives the ﬁxed-point equation
w = T (w), w ∈ X, (25)










3 ) ∈ X and T (w) =
(Th(w), T∞(w)) with
Th(w) = (I − Ah)−1(ΠhF (uh + wh + w∞) − (uh + Ahwh)), (26)
T∞(w) = (I − Πh)F (uh + wh + w∞), (27)
where Ah describes the Fre´chet derivative of ΠhF (v) at v = uh, derived in
Sect. 7.2.
6. General statement of convergence conditions
For w = (wh, w∞) ∈ X we will use the notation
(w)k,i = |whk (xi)| ∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3} and ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1} and
(w)k,N = ||w∞k ||∞ ∀k{1, 2, 3}.
Note that this will rearrange our representation of the Banach space X. Sup-
pose we want to prove the existence of a unique solution of (25) in a set W ,
referred to as a candidate set. Taking a vector W ∈ R3N with positive compo-
nents
W = (W1,1, . . . ,W1,N ,W2,1, . . . ,W2,N ,W3,1, . . . ,W3,N )T , (28)
a candidate set W is deﬁned by
W = {w ∈ X|(w)k,i ≤ Wk,i, ∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3} and ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}}. (29)
In [15], sufﬁcient conditions on W to prove the existence and local uniqueness
of a solution to (25) are derived. The proof involves assumptions on bounds
of T (0) and T ′ respectively, where T ′ is the Fre´chet derivative of T. We now
formulate the assumptions and the theorem in [15] in three dimensions.
Assumption 1. There is a vector Y = (Y1,1, . . . , Y1,N , Y2,1, . . . , Y2,N , Y3,1, . . . ,
Y3,N )T with positive components, such that the conditions
(T (0))k,i ≤ Yk,i ∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3} and ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}
hold.
Assumption 2. The operator T has a Fre´chet derivative T ′ with the following
property. For any W there exists a vector Z = (Z1,1, . . . , Z1,N , Z2,1, . . . , Z2,N ,
Z3,1, . . . , Z3,N )T with non-negative components such that the conditions
(T ′(w˜)w)k,i ≤ Zk,i ∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3} and ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}
hold for any w, w˜ ∈ W .
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Since the Zi’s satisfying the above inequality depend on W in general,
we write them as Zi(W ). Now, deﬁne the set K in X by
K = {v ∈ X|(v)k,i ≤ Yk,i + Zk,i(W ) ∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3} and ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N}}
Theorem 6.1. If K ⊂ W holds for the candidate set W defined by (29), then
there exists a solution to (28) in K. Moreover, the solution is unique within
the set W .
The straightforward proof is based on Banach’s ﬁxed-point theorem. In
the proof, it is shown that the set K includes the image T (W ). In the next
section we will outline in detail how these bounds can be rigorously veriﬁed in
computations, and show one approach to obtain a suitable candidate set W .
7. Convergence conditions for Euler equations
In this section we derive Y and Z such that Assumptions 1 and 2 hold for the
Euler equations. In order to facilitate comparison with the numerical imple-
mentation, key expressions are labeled with names corresponding to the names
used in the code.
In order to compute candidate vectors satisfying Assumptions 1 and 2
respectively, we start with estimations of the operator F and later the Fre´chet
derivative of F .
7.1. The operator F
Let us ﬁrst consider the evaluation of ΠhF (uh). On the interval [xi, xi+1] we
have












Of course uh = (ρh, (ρq)h, Eh)T , so that




























































































⎝(ρq)R − (ρq)L − 3 − γ2
N∑
j=1


















































































⎝ER − EL − γ N∑
j=1

























+ Qj(E) + Qj(ρq) − Qj(ρ) − log(Pj(ρ))[Qj(ρq)Qj(E)















+ 3Qj(ρq) − 2Qj(ρ) + (Qj(ρq) − Qj(ρ))2
×
(





7.2. The Fre´chet derivative of F
We need to compute Ah, which describes the Fre´chet derivative of ΠhF (v) at
v = uh. Since Ah is a linear operator on the ﬁnite dimensional space Sh, there
is a matrix B˜ such that the coefﬁcient vector of Ahvh can be expressed as B˜vh.


















+ (γ − 1)v3 − sv2
]
dτ













































































ij −(γ − 3)β∗ij − sα∗ij (γ − 1)α∗ij






χ∗ij = χij −
xi + L
2L
χNj , χij =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
0 i < j
χj i = j
χj + χˆj i > j
and χˆj is χj with hj replaced by hj+1 and the index j − 1 replaced by the
















+ (Qj(E) − Qj(ρ))[1 + Qj(ρ) log(Pj(ρ))]
)
κj = hj





+ (Qj(ρq) + Qj(E))
×(1 + 2 log(Pj(ρ))Qj(ρ) + Pj(ρ)) − Qj(E)Qj(ρq)(log(Pj(ρ)) + 1 − Pj(ρ))








+ 2Qj(ρq)(1 + 2 log(Pj(ρ))Qj(ρ) + Pj(ρ))








+ (Qj(ρq) − Qj(ρ)) [3 − 3 log(Pj(ρ))(Qj(ρq) − 2Qj(ρ))
+ (Qj(ρq) − 7Qj(ρ) − 6Qj(ρ)2) (ρj(ρq)j−1 − ρj−1(ρq)j)(ρj − ρj−1)
2
2ρj−1ρ2j ((ρq)j − (ρq)j−1)
])
.
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7.3. A candidate vector for satisfying Assumption 1
Consider the construction of Y , which requires bounds on T (0). From (26) we
have
Th(0) = (I − Ah)−1(ΠhF (uh) − uh). (34)
From (34) we can now obtain bounds on T (0) by solving
(I − B˜)Th(0) = ΠhF (uh) − uh, (35)
and from (27) we have
T∞(0) = (I − Πh)F (uh). (36)
Thus, we can get a bound on T∞(0) via the following proposition.
Proposition 7.1. Suppose v ∈ C1([xi, xi+1]), and let vh be the straight line
between the points (xi, v(xi)) and (xi+1, v(xi+1)). Then
max
x∈[xi,xi+1]






vh(x) = v(xi) +
x − xi
xi+1 − xi (v(xi+1) − v(xi))
and
v(xi) = v(x) + (xi − x)v′(ξ1) and v(xi+1) = v(x) + (xi+1 − x)v′(ξ2),
where {x, ξ1, ξ2} ⊂ [xi, xi+1], so that
|vh(x) − v(x)| = |(xi−x)v′(ξ1)+ x − xi
xi+1 − xi ((xi+1 − x)v




×|(xi − x)(xi+1 − xi) + (x − xi)


























F1(uh(x)) = ρqh(x) − sρh(x) + 12L
(
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∣∣∣∣∣ρqk − sρk + 12L
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)])∣∣∣∣∣ /min(ρ2i−1, ρ2i ) def= g3,i. (39)
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Note that the integral parts of equations (37)–(39) have already been computed
in equations (30)–(32) so they are not written explicitly again.





|(I − B˜)−1(ΠhF (uh) − uh)|1,1
...
|(I − B˜)−1(ΠhF (uh) − uh)|1,N−1
Y1,N
|(I − B˜)−1(ΠhF (uh) − uh)|2,1
...
|(I − B˜)−1(ΠhF (uh) − uh)|2,N−1
Y2,N
|(I − B˜)−1(ΠhF (uh) − uh)|3,1
...





where Y1,N = maxi∈{1,...,N} hi2 g1,i, Y2,N = maxi∈{1,...,N}
hi
2 g2,i and Y3,N =
maxi∈{1,...,N} hi2 g3,i and the expressions for Π
hF and B˜ from the preceding
subsections are inserted
7.4. A candidate vector for satisfying Assumption 2
We now derive Z, i.e., we bound (T ′(w˜)w)i. From (26) and (27) we have
T ′h(w˜)w = (I − Ah)−1(ΠhF ′(uh + w˜h + w˜∞)(wh + w∞) − Ahwh), (41)
T ′∞(w˜)w = (I − Πh)F ′(uh + w˜h + w˜∞)(wh + w∞). (42)
Let us start by bounding the expression (41). For Ah, we have already derived
the corresponding matrix B˜. From (33) and from using Ahwh = ΠhF ′(uh)wh,
together with wh, w˜h ∈ Sh2 and (w)k,i, (w˜)k,i ≤ Wk,i, we have

























(w∞2 − sw∞1 )dτ
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 2(xi + L)(W2,N + |s|W1,N ) def= d1,i, (43)
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Ak,j = max(|uk,j−1| + Wk,j−1, |uk,j | + Wk,j |) + Wk,N ,
Bk,j = max(Wk,j−1,Wk,j) + Wk,N ,
Ck,j = max(|uk,j−1|, |uk,j |), (46)
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Dk,j = max(Wk,j−1,Wk,j),
Fj = min(u1,j−1, u1,j) − max(W1,j−1,W1,j) − W1,N ,
Gj = min(u1,j−1, u1,j).
We now move on to (42). Using Proposition 7.1 again to estimate the
interpolation error, we get according to (33)


































⎠ def= Z1,N .






































+|γ − 1|B3,j + |s|B2,j
))
def= Z2,N .
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Now deﬁne
d




















where the absolute value of a matrix is deﬁned element-wise, satisﬁes Assump-
tion 2.
8. The main algorithm
The main routine of the algorithm is called maineuler. It begins by calling
the subroutine semidiseuler, in which the time-dependent version of equation
(3), i.e.,
yt + (f(y) − sy)x = yxx
is solved up to some user-deﬁned stop time, at which steady-state is approxi-
mately reached. Let uh denote the approximate solution obtained from semi-
diseuler. Using splines, the values of uh are computed on a user-deﬁned
mesh.
Next, the subroutine Yeuler computes Y . This is done by calling
Beuler—which constructs the matrix B˜, followed by Feuler—which com-
putes ΠhF (uh). Following this, the main routine maineuler attempts to ﬁnd




k,i ⇐ Zk,i(0) ∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3} and i ∈ {1, . . . , N}
while Yk,i + Zk,i(W
(m)
) ≥ W (m)k,i for some k ∈ {1, 2, 3} and i ∈ {1, . . . , N}
m ⇐ m + 1
W
(m)
k,i ⇐ (1 + δ)(Yk,i + Zk,i(W
(m−1)
)) ∀k ∈ {1, 2, 3} and i ∈ {1, . . . , N}
end.
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Figure 1. The three u and W components as functions of x
at time t = 5 for a uniform mesh with 200 intervals, L = 0.04
and the standard parameter values. The red lines shows the
W∞ components
In each iteration W is inﬂated (we use δ = 0.01), and Z = Z(W ) is recomputed
by the subroutine Zeuler, which also calls Beuler. If the convergence crite-
rion K = Y + Z ⊂ W is reached, then the existence and local uniqueness of a
solution to the Euler equations have been proved, according to Theorem 6.1. If
the maximal number of iterations is reached, the main routine returns an error
message. This also happens when the components of W1 become too large, ren-
dering the estimates including Fj [see (46)] invalid. All interval computations
are performed using the free MATLAB package INTLAB [12].
9. Result and discussion
The computations described above were performed using the standard param-
eter values (L = 0.04, γ = 1.4, ρL = 1, qL = 5.17, pL = 1 and pR = 10) over a
uniform mesh with 200 intervals. The approximate steady-state solution was
obtained by solving the time dependent system up to time t = 5. The main
routine established the necessary bounds for Theorem 3.1 after 25 iterations
in the bootstrap subroutine. Some of the obtained information is presented in
Fig. 1.
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Table 1. The number of bootstrap iterations needed for
different values of pR
pR 8 10 12 13 15
Iterates 42∗ 25 17 15 12
∗ For pR = 8, the mesh size was increased to 800


































Figure 2. Plots of ρ, ρq and E, for the standard parameter
values except that L = 5. The values of the number of grid
intervals is 80, and the ﬂow time is t = 30
Keeping all other parameter values ﬁxed, we perform the same compu-
tations for increasing values of pR. Note that, as this parameter approaches
pL = 1, we get further away from violating the entropy condition. This makes
the necessary bounds easier to establish, which is indicated by the decreas-
ing number of iterations needed for the bootstrap subroutine to succeed, see
Table 1.
We have only been successful in proving the existence and local unique-
ness to equation (3) for small values of L. This corresponds to having a large
artiﬁcial viscosity, and therefore the solutions are very far away from display-
ing shocks, as is clear from Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, we illustrate the solution for the
more interesting value L = 5. Unfortunately, for this value of L, we have no
rigorous results.
There are several ways to improve our algorithm. The function spaces
do not necessarily have to be spanned by hat functions; perhaps other basis
functions are more appropriate. This change would probably increase the com-
plexity of each step of the calculations, but it should also increase speed and
accuracy. The bottleneck of our computations is the inversion of the matrix
I−B˜. Here B˜ consists of nine blocks where each block is a sum of a lower trian-
gular matrix and an outer product. Utilizing the Sherman–Morrison formula
[9], we may thus increase the speed of the inversion.
In future work we will study time-dependent problems. These are more
interesting seeing that they can describe more complicated physical phenom-
ena. As an example one could consider the time-dependent version of this
problem with the method described in [8].
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Appendix
Here we list all MATLAB code used in implementing the algorithm. The tilde




% Proves existence and local uniqueness of solutions to the equation (f(u)-su)_x=u_{xx}.
% Input: pl = pressure at the left boundary
% rl = density (\rho) at the right boundary
% ql = speed at the left boundary
% pr = pressure at the right boundary
% g = thermodynamic constant \gamma=C_p/C_v=7/5 for diatomic gases
% t = time that the semi-discretized boundary value problem will
% run until an approximate steady-state is reached
% x = starting mesh for the main algorithm
% k = changes the uniform mesh to a mesh with more points in the
% middle for k>1 and less points in the middle if k<1 or
% more points on the right if k<1 and on the left if k>1.
% The user may change this by flipping the % between the
% lines which begin with xnu.
% delta = algorithm parameter describing how much the search domain
% should be increased in every step.
% iter = number of iterations
% Typical values 1,1,5.17,10,1.4,10,[-5:0.2:5],1,0.01,5
% Output: W = candidate set written in vector form
% K = a set which must be contained in the candidate set written in
% vector form











u=semidiseuler(pl,rl,ql,pr,g,N,L,t); % Approximate solution through semi-discretization of
a boundary value~














% Put % in front of exactly one of the following two lines.
xnu=sign(x).*abs(x).^k/L^(k-1); % For k>1 finer mesh in the middle
%xnu=((x+L)/2/L).^k*2*L-L; % For 0<k<1 finer mesh on the right

















% Put % in front of exactly one of the following two lines.
xnu=sign(mid(x)).*abs(x).^k/L^(k-1); % For k>1 finer mesh in the middle
%xnu=((x+L)/2/L).^k*2*L-L; % For 0<k<1 finer mesh on the right
u=intval(u);









disp([’Iteration ’ int2str(m) ’...’])





































Z=Zeuler(xnu,u,L,g,pl,rl,ql,pr,W); % For Assumption 2














% Solves u_t+(f(u))_x=u_{xx} with the unknowns
% u=(u1,u2,u3)=(Density,Density*Speed,Energy density)=(\rho,\rho q,E),
% discretizing in space and solving the corresponding ode system using the
% MATLAB solvers ode15s, ode45, ode23, ode113, ode23t, ode15s, ode23s or ode23tb.
% Input: pl = pressure at the left boundary
% rl = density (\rho) at the right boundary
% ql = speed at the left boundary
% pr = pressure at the right boundary
% g = thermodynamic constant \gamma=C_p/C_v=7/5 for diatomic gases
% N = number of intervals
% L = the half length of the domain
% t = time that the semi-discretized boundary value problem will
% run until an approximate steady-state is reached
% Output: u = approximate solution of the equation (f(u)-su)_x=u_{xx}








rql=rlg*qlg % Speed*Density at left boundary
El=plg/(gg-1)+rlg*qlg^2/2 % Energy density at the left boundary
m=(gg-1)/(gg+1);
rr=rlg*(prg+m*plg)/(plg+m*prg) % Density at the right boundary
qr=qlg+(1-m)*(plg*sqrt(gg*(1+m)/rlg/(prg+m*plg))-sqrt(gg*(prg+m*plg)/rlg/(1+m)));
rqr=rr*qr % Speed*Density at the right boundary
Er=prg/(gg-1)+rr*qr^2/2 % Energy at the right boundary
h=2*Lg/Ng;





z=ode15s(@geuler,[0 t],u0’); % Solves the ode system dy/dt=geuler(t,y). Choose
%ode15s, ode45, ode23, ode113, ode23t, ode15s, ode23s or ode23tb.
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% The function semidiseuler solves the ode system dy/dt=geuler(t,y).
% Input: t = time
% y = u
% Output: f = right-hand side of dy/dt=geuler(t,y).
global plg rlg qlg prg gg Ng Lg
rql=rlg*qlg; % Speed*Density at left boundary
El=plg/(gg-1)+rlg*qlg^2/2; % Energy density at the left boundary
m=(gg-1)/(gg+1);
s=qlg-sqrt(gg*(prg+m*plg)/rlg/(1+m));
rr=rlg*(prg+m*plg)/(plg+m*prg); % Density at the right boundary
qr=qlg+(1-m)*(plg*sqrt(gg*(1+m)/rlg/(prg+m*plg))-sqrt(gg*(prg+m*plg)/rlg/(1+m)));
rqr=rr*qr; % Speed*Density at the right boundary



















% Left boundary \rho
f(1)=(rlg-2*y(1)+y(4))/h^2-(y(5)-rql)/2/h+s*(y(4)-rlg)/2/h;
% Left boundary \rho q
f(2)=(rql-2*y(2)+y(5))/h^2+(gg-3)*(y(5)^2/y(4)-rql^2/rlg)/4/h+(1-gg)*(y(6)-El)/2/h+s*
(y(5)-rql)/2/h;




% Right boundary \rho
f(3*Ng-5)=(y(3*Ng-8)-2*y(3*Ng-5)+rr)/h^2-(rqr-y(3*Ng-7))/2/h+s*(rr-y(3*Ng-8))/2/h;
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% Candidate vector for satisfying Assumption 1
% Input: xint = mesh
% uint = approximate solution
% L = the half length of the domain
% g = thermodynamic constant \gamma=C_p/C_v=7/5 for diatomic gases
% pl = pressure at the left boundary
% rl = density (\rho) at the right boundary
% ql = speed at the left boundary
% pr = pressure at the right boundary
% Output: Yint = candidate vector for Assumption 1
rql=rl*ql; % Speed*Density at left boundary
El=pl/(g-1)+rl*ql^2/2; % Energy density at the left boundary
m=(g-1)/(g+1);
s=ql-sqrt(g*(pr+m*pl)/rl/(1+m));
rr=rl*(pr+m*pl)/(pl+m*pr); % Density at the right boundary
qr=ql+(1-m)*(pl*sqrt(g*(1+m)/rl/(pr+m*pl))-sqrt(g*(pr+m*pl)/rl/(1+m)));
rqr=rr*qr; % Speed*Density at the right boundary











E=[El;E;Er]; % Energy density






% The first part (Density)



















% The second part (Density*Speed)



























% The third part (Energy density)




































% Easy help function used by Yeuler, Beuler and Feuler.
% Input: f = vector




% Easy help function used by Yeuler, Beuler and Feuler.
% Input: f = vector




% Constructs a matrix which describes the Fr\’echet derivative.
% Input: xint = mesh
% uint = approximate solution
% L = the half length of the domain
% g = thermodynamic constant \gamma=C_p/C_v=7/5 for diatomic gases
% pl = pressure at the left boundary
% rl = density (\rho) at the right boundary
% ql = speed at the left boundary
% pr = pressure at the right boundary
% Output: Bint = the matrix mentioned above
rql=rl*ql; % Speed*Density at left boundary
El=pl/(g-1)+rl*ql^2/2; % Energy density at the left boundary
m=(g-1)/(g+1);
s=ql-sqrt(g*(pr+m*pl)/rl/(1+m));
rr=rl*(pr+m*pl)/(pl+m*pr); % Density at the right boundary
qr=ql+(1-m)*(pl*sqrt(g*(1+m)/rl/(pr+m*pl))-sqrt(g*(pr+m*pl)/rl/(1+m)));
rqr=rr*qr; % Speed*Density at the right boundary














































































































% Concatenation to form the matrix
B1=[-s*alpha,alpha,zeros(n-2,n-2)]; %The first row
B2=[(g-3)*eta/2,-(g-3)*beta-s*alpha,(g-1)*alpha]; %The second row




% Easy help function used by Beuler.
% Input: f = vector




% Easy help function used by Beuler.
% Input: f = vector




% Computes \Pi^hF(u^h), where u=F(u) is the fixed-point equation.
% Input: xint = mesh
% uint = approximate solution
% L = the half length of the domain
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% g = thermodynamic constant \gamma=C_p/C_v=7/5 for diatomic gases
% pl = pressure at the left boundary
% rl = density (\rho) at the right boundary
% ql = speed at the left boundary
% pr = pressure at the right boundary
% Output: Fint = F mentioned above
rql=rl*ql; % Speed*Density at left boundary
El=pl/(g-1)+rl*ql^2/2; % Energy density at the left boundary
m=(g-1)/(g+1);
s=ql-sqrt(g*(pr+m*pl)/rl/(1+m));
rr=rl*(pr+m*pl)/(pl+m*pr); % Density at the right boundary
qr=ql+(1-m)*(pl*sqrt(g*(1+m)/rl/(pr+m*pl))-sqrt(g*(pr+m*pl)/rl/(1+m)));
rqr=rr*qr; % Speed*Density at the right boundary
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s3(1)=v3(1);
for j=2:n-1







% Candidate vector for satisfying Assumption 2
% Input: xint = mesh
% uint = approximate solution
% L = the half length of the domain
% g = thermodynamic constant \gamma=C_p/C_v=7/5 for diatomic gases
% pl = pressure at the left boundary
% rl = density (\rho) at the right boundary
% ql = speed at the left boundary
% pr = pressure at the right boundary
% W = candidate set written in vector form
% Output: Z = candidate vector for Assumption 2
disp(’Finite dimensional part...’)




rql=rl*ql; % Speed*Density at left boundary
El=pl/(g-1)+rl*ql^2/2; % Energy density at the left boundary
m=(g-1)/(g+1);
s=ql-sqrt(g*(pr+m*pl)/rl/(1+m));
rr=rl*(pr+m*pl)/(pl+m*pr); % Density at the right boundary
qr=ql+(1-m)*(pl*sqrt(g*(1+m)/rl/(pr+m*pl))-sqrt(g*(pr+m*pl)/rl/(1+m)));
rqr=rr*qr; % Speed*Density at the right boundary







%% Finite dimensional part
% The first part (Density)
Zr=2*(xshort+L)*(Wrq(end)+abs(s)*Wr(end));
% No error on the boundary
% The last component is the error in the infinite dimensional space
Wr=[0;Wr(1:end-1);0;Wr(end)]; % No error on the boundary ~





E=[El;E;Er]; % Energy density
A2=ma([abs(rq(1:end-1))+Wrq(1:end-2) abs(rq(2:end))+Wrq(2:end-1)])+Wrq(end);
A3=ma([abs(E(1:end-1))+WE(1:end-2) abs(E(2:end))+WE(2:end-1)])+WE(end);



















Zrq(j)=Zrq(j-1)+Zrqd(j); % Cumulative summation
end
Zrq=Zrq(1:end-1)+(xshort+L)*(Zrq(end)/2/L+2*abs(g-1)*WE(end)+2*abs(s)*Wrq(end));







ZE(j)=ZE(j-1)+ZEd(j); % Cumulative summation
end
ZE=ZE(1:end-1)+(xshort+L)*(ZE(end)/2/L+2*abs(s)*WE(end));
toc % Stops timer for the finite dimensional part
disp(’Matrix construction, inversion and matrix vector multiplication...’)
tic % Starts timer for matrix inversion
Zshort=abs(inv(speye(length(uint))-Beuler(xint,uint,L,g,pl,rl,ql,pr)))*[Zr;Zrq;ZE];
toc % Stops timer for matrix inversion
%% Infinite dimensional part
disp(’Infinite dimensional part...’)
tic % Starts timer for the infinite dimensional part
% The first part (Density)
Zr=B2+abs(s)*B1;
Zr=ma(hint.*(Zr+hint’*Zr/2/L))/2;
% The second part (Density)
Zrq=abs(g-3)*(A2.^2.*B1/2./F.^2+A2.*B2./F)+abs(g-1)*B3+abs(s)*B2;
Zrq=ma(hint.*(Zrq+hint’*Zrq/2/L))/2;





toc % Stops timer for the infinite dimensional part
ma.m
function y=ma(x)
% Rigorous max for nx1 or nx2 matrices
% Used by Zeuler
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% Input: x = nx1 or nx2 intval matrix
















% Rigorous min for nx1 or nx2 matrices
% Used by Zeuler
% Input: x = nx1 or nx2 intval matrix
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